THE GROWING PROJECT
WHAT IS THE GROWING PROJECT?

WHO WAS INVOLVED?

The Growing Project is a community-led growing scheme working with
organisations who support the vulnerably-housed and people in crisis.
Aiming to ‘Green-Sense’ the city, The Growing Project improves sites
across Birmingham by growing food and creating green spaces, sites
that are developed, tended and nurtured by homeless people. Grand
Union Gallery is working with artists and professionals whose practice
engages with ecology and sustainable growing projects, particularly
within an urban environment, to offer green solutions for a post-industrial
landscape.

Grand Union, Crisis Skylight, SIFA fireside, Crisis and SIFA members,
St Anne’s Hostel & Residents, Modern Clay, Artists, Landowners, Council
and Policy Makers.

Currently operating in St Anne’s Hostel Birmingham, the initial allotment
garden is a collaborative partnership between Grand Union, St Anne’s
Hostel Residents, and Crisis & SIFA members, supported by Crisis Skylight,
SIFA Fireside and Modern Clay. Exploring the symbolic meaning of taking
seed to soil to plate, the first phase culminated in a Public Dinner, creating
an invaluable space for participants, contributors and collaborators to
share stories, food and conversation with local landowners, developers
and government policy makers, bringing vulnerable people in crisis into a
conversation about our collective future.
The Growing Project is building a visible platform that can help to
change perceptions of the vulnerable, celebrating their production
and demonstrating how we can work collaboratively to make positive
contributions to our local community and wider society.

GRAND UNION
Grand Union is a gallery and artists’ studios complex in Digbeth,
Birmingham. It is a welcoming organisation, bringing the public closer
to art and artists. We host a free programme of public exhibitions and
events, with many opportunities to share food and ideas.
Grand Union supports learning, creating numerous contexts for art
and life to intersect. Our work places an emphasis on the importance
of collaboration, community and artistic research. Many Grand Union
projects take place outside the gallery, across the city.
MODERN CLAY
Modern Clay provides a studio research facility for the production of
ceramics. The co-operative also has a responsibility to be a benefit to
the community and does this though its core values: artists, education
and public. The studio is working to explore the reciprocating actions
of this relationship, from providing artists access to a ceramic studio to
also providing the same access to charitable groups and other relevant
educational projects.
ST ANNE’S HOSTEL
A homeless hostel and charity that houses 37 male residents and their
canine companions with the aim to help them move onto more secure
housing. Helping them to find a new home and building a level of
independence through skill and employment development.
CRISIS SKYLIGHT
Crisis works directly with thousands of homeless people every year,
providing vital help so that people can rebuild their lives and are supported
out of homelessness. They offer one to one support, advice and courses
for homeless people across England, Scotland and Wales. Helping people
finding a home and settling in, getting new skills and finding a job, or help
with their health and wellbeing. Together with homeless people and Crisis
supporters, they campaign for the changes needed to end homelessness
for good.
SIFA FIRESIDE
SIFA Fireside offers a drop-in as a main access point to support and
services for vulnerably-housed and homeless adults in Birmingham.
Visitors to the Drop In are able to access food, showers and clothing
as well as a range of support services dealing with physical and mental
health and different aspects of everyday wellbeing. The daily Drop In
service provides 100 clothing parcels, 400 showers and over 3,000 meals
each month.

WHAT WERE THE OUTCOMES

WHAT WAS THE IMPACT?

THE GARDEN
The Growing Project has fostered St Anne’s greenhouse and
plant beds, to grow a wide range of vegetables, herbs and fruits
from seed. Using permaculture, an ecological and sustainable
way of growing, Grand Union, St Anne’s residents, Crisis members
and volunteers have created a green ‘haven’ in the heart of
Digbeth. Working together we have collectively learned about
nurturing and tending to our natural environment, developing
hands-on transferable skills and deepened our knowledge of
food cycles. With local artists and chefs we used the produce
to hold a series of lunches that have introduced members
and residents to new ingredients and ways of preparing them,
offering them a valuable space to cook together, a space which
is not accessible to the residents.

• Creating a series of workshops that enable individuals
through the activity of community gardening, developing new
skills, knowledge and feelings of accomplishment. Providing
participants with the opportunity to socialise with others within
the local community, growing a sense of belonging and collective
wellbeing.

CERAMICS
Modern Clay facilitated a series of ceramic workshops with
St Anne’s residents, Crisis members and a women’s group
from SIFA Fireside. Making over 60 plates and 20 platters
that formed part of the celebratory harvest dinner, it was an
integral part of The Growing Project. It allowed participants to
break away from the surroundings of the garden and hostel,
strengthening the group by working in a new setting, with new
people. Each plate and platter was individually designed and
handmade, and each participant could test out creative ideas
in a constructive environment.
ZINE
Working with Artists and a local print maker, Holodeck,
we created a small run, low cost risograph photo-zine that
documented the development of the The Growing Project.
This provided a physical document that was accessible to
participants with a range of access needs. These zines were
handed out as part of the harvest dinner and illustrated the
work and collective investment in The Growing Project as a
whole.
THE HARVEST DINNER
The harvest dinner was the final and biggest event of the year.
Held at Friends of the Earth, it celebrated the production
and the successful first year of The Growing Project. Using
the amazing produce grown at St Anne’s as the main focus,
we invited key political and business figures in the city to join
the St Anne’s residents, Crisis & SIFA members, artists and
volunteers, around the dining table. Uniting these groups of
people, will allow the most vulnerable in a society to join a real
conversation for change. This dinner demonstrated how we
make positive contributions to our local community when we
work collaboratively and give individuals agency.

• Offering respite to people in very difficult and unplanned living
situations.
• Creating a community growing model that can be extended to
other sites across Birmingham.
• Bringing local policy makers and city developers together with
the homeless and vulnerably-housed Digbeth residents. Ensuring
that the most at risk in our society have a voice in the conversation
about our collective future.

• Starting to green sense the post-industrial landscape of Digbeth,
and encourage an ecological solution to community building through
collective action.
• Increasing the visibility of the issues surrounding the vulnerably-housed
in the middle of a growing housing crisis. This will be further developed
through a longer-term national research project with artist Ed WebbIngall and key cities of London, Liverpool, Glasgow and Nottingham.
• Building a new collaborative working model which strengthens
connections between SIFA Fireside, Crisis Skylight, Grand Union
Gallery, hostels and temporary accommodation providers in the city,
helping to strengthen and widen the support networks.

TESTIMONIES
“This has given me a new lease of life and a purpose. I feel very proud to
be part of such a successful project.” - SIFA Member
“The best thing about gardening is being able to watch the changing
stages of growth, offering a real sense of achievement.” - Crisis Member
“It is so positive to watch an area be carefully tended and watch things
grow.” - St Anne’s Resident
“All you need is bricks and mortar, but it’s the people that make the place”
- St Anne’s Resident
‘The Women’s group at Sifa Fireside has been lucky enough to be part of
The Growing Project and have really enjoyed making plates with Modern
Clay. It’s been a great opportunity for the women to get involved in the
creative process and to put them in an environment they wouldn’t normally
be in. The group has felt a real sense of achievement from this as they can
see their work as part of a bigger picture. One of the participants said “I
have loved working with clay and making something useful. It’s been good
to do something different’ - Jackie Moore, SIFA Fireside
‘A real example of a community coming together.’
- Andy Street, Mayor of the West Midlands

WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF THE GROWING PROJECT?
• Using St Anne’s as a nursery we will begin planting in other sites
across the city. We are expanding the St Anne’s model of community
growing project, to develop a new partnership with Spring Housing to
develop 3 more gardens during 2020. (Spring Housing provide high
quality accommodation for people in housing need, assisting people
on a journey away from housing need towards a future of stability,
happiness and independence)
• Working with the Canal and River Trust we plan to create a floating
ecological garden/ training platform on the canal in Digbeth. Located
on the Typhoo Canal Wharf, we will utilise and activate the underused
canal spaces. Working with the volunteers and residents from the
growing project to create a community growing space which is
accessible for all. We will collectively create a programme of relevant
public events and training opportunities, profiling community growing
practices in a city environment.
• We will model different approaches to creating sustainable enterprise
and employment for the participants and volunteers. The residents
and volunteers are interested in understanding how the growing sites
could create forms of income through enterprise, helping to build a
more stable, resilient and self-sufficient model for the future. Potential
incomes could include tree propagation, plant for sales, pickles and
preserves production, small scale specialist produce (heritage) and
soothing herbal balms production.
• Develop growing structures and planting approaches to create
more ‘fruitful’ allotments and growing spaces. We are developing
new relationships with a National Trust Head Gardener and Ruskin
Mill Biodynamic Garden to develop key knowledge in making the
garden a more productive growing space. This will afford residents
and participants to access more of the produce, helping to increase
health and well-being and diversify their diets, whilst also leading in
sustainable ecological practices.
• We are working with Post Graduate Dietetics students from Birmingham
City University to develop evaluative data to measure and report
upon the health and well being of the residents and participants.
• Working with Artist Ed Webb-Ingall we are developing key national
partnerships and knowledge of current issues around housing and
homelessness and future economies of cities in other post-industrial
sites. Working closely with the participants and collaborative partners
we will build a collective body of research that responds to current
housing crisis in the UK.

